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Abstract

Here, Kitty: Five steps shelters can take to increase cat reclaims 

Each year in the USA, only 2-5% of missing cats are reclaimed by owners from pounds and shelters.

Australian data shows a less than 1% reclaim rate for cats. The rest are euthanized at great cost to

taxpayers, or sit in adoption centers or foster homes, draining the agency’s resources for weeks or

months. Pounds and shelters not embracing current best practices cannot improve because they are

burdened beyond capacity every day with intake and population -- "We're full" -- and stressed out staff

don't have the time or energy to be proactive. Should we be asking ourselves, “What are we doing that

isn’t working, and how can we improve?”.

In this session, we will discuss the history of animal management and how cats fit in – or didn’t. We

will discuss the more recent historical handling of cats in pounds and shelters and how these

traditional practices and attitudes lead to ineffective practices today. Animal management and shelter

professionals will learn five steps they can start taking today to improve cat owner reclaims and

decrease intake.



Introduction

In the U.S. and Australia, the majority of cats entering pounds and shelters, other than underage kittens, are adult

strays. In both countries, few of these cats will ever see home again, despite the fact that healthy, friendly adults were

most likely at one time loved pets. Why are cat reclaim rates so low, and what steps can pound and shelter staff take

to make an improvement? First, one needs to understand the history of animal management as it involves cats, and

how it has evolved into today’s current – and not so effective – practices. Knowledge and understanding of best

practices in progressive pounds and shelters will lead to greater success in increasing cat owner reunions in your

community.

Historic handling of cats by animal management

In the U.S., animal management departments largely came into existence in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s. Their

primary purpose was protecting public safety, which revolved around dogs. Animal management officers worked to

protect citizens from bites, from the spread of rabies, and at a time when most made their living by farming and

ranching, from livestock depredation. Societies for the prevention of cruelty to animals came into existence around

the same time but with a different purpose. These early nonprofit organizations like the San Francisco SPCA focused

on two big problems at the time: the mistreatment of working horses and other livestock and the abolishment of

vivisection. With the exception of the most heavily populated cities on the East Coast of America like New York and

Boston, cats were not on the radar at all for almost 100 years – they were just part of the scenery, living on farms and

in the city, providing companionship and rodent control for the people who cared for them.

When pounds and shelters started taking in cats, sometime prior to 1970, things got much worse for them. At that

time in the U.S., pounds and shelters were euthanizing an average of over 100 cats per 1000 people in the

community, compared with fewer than 12 per 1000 today. Ironically, one of the primary reasons for this change was a

new view of cats as valued pets who should not be left to wander freely. People who meant well started bringing cats

to pounds and shelters believing they had been abandoned and needed to be “rescued.” Another reason was, as

human populations increased and people lived closer together in cities and towns, people started to view cats as a

nuisance. They started to complain about cats howling outside the bedroom window and pooping in the garden, and

the remedy was easy: drop them off at the nearest pound.

Animal shelter facilities – many still in use today – built early in the century were designed only for dogs. This is

apparent to the observant eye, as many of these old buildings feature a row of dog kennels flanked by an office in the

front and a walk-in freezer or crematorium in the back. “Cat rooms” are repurposed storage rooms, broom closets,

and hallways, or rooms added on like the Winchester Mystery House. The unfortunate result is that, absent millions of

dollars for a new facility, many cats continue to be housed in substandard conditions which cause stress and

significantly contribute to health and behavior problems.

Today, most pound and shelter workers could not tell you the history of animal management or how their agency’s

practices came about. The answer for most questions is, “That’s the way we’ve always done it” with an assumption

that all is for the best. The reality is that most animal management practices evolved over decades of attempted

improvement from the original turn of the century model, altered by disparate generations of management, staff, and

community members and their knowledge and beliefs at the time. Without a knowledge and understanding of proven

successful best practices, agencies continuing on “that’s the way we’ve always done it” will not improve, cannot

improve, and will be plagued by the same problems year after year.

Current handling of cats by animal management

Much of what is done today in pounds and shelters is based on assumptions rather than facts. Here are the top four

assumptions about cats leading to ineffective animal management practices.

https://www.sfspca.org/who-we-are/history
http://www.humanesociety.org/animal_community/resources/timelines/animal_sheltering_trends.html?referrer=https://www.google.com/
http://www.winchestermysteryhouse.com/


1) Free roaming cats are unwanted and abandone

For better or worse, most owners let their cats outside. Reclaim statistics in Northern California show that the majority of

cats entering pounds were actually not lost, but hanging out in front of their own homes. Many cats are considered

“community cats” which means they call a number of places home, going from house to house eating and spending time

with different people. While abandonment does occur, without proof, it should be assumed that healthy, friendly adults are

owned or cared for by one or more households in the neighborhood.

2) Owners who do not reclaim their cats are irresponsible

There are many reasons why owners do not find and reclaim their cats (and dogs) as discussed at length in the “Identifying

and removing barriers to owner reunion” workshop. One of the biggest factors for cats is timing. Even the most loving

owner will often not start looking for a missing outdoor-access cat for several days, assuming that he is exploring or visiting

other people as so many cats do. By the time the owner checks the local pound – if they even know they should do so –

the legal hold period may have passed and the cat adopted out, transferred to rescue, or euthanized. As discussed in “The

Behaviors of Pets and People that Hinder Owner Reunion,” cat owners sometimes give up searching quickly, believing

their cat has been eaten by a wild animal, hit by a car, or taken in by another family.

3) The shelter is the safest place for a cat

With euthanasia rates high even today, we can easily say that the shelter is not the safest place for a cat. Even in agencies

not euthanizing for space, stress quickly gives cats medical and behavioral problems, making them unadoptable. Although

many shelters have robust adoption programs and do their very best to find cats loving homes, the majority of these cats

already had a loving home. A quick look at any agency’s statistics will tell you that the pound is the least likely place for a

cat to be reunited with its owner. According to this U.S. study, the majority of missing cats returned home on their own or

were found in the neighborhood. Only 7% of the owners surveyed were reunited with their missing cat at the pound.

4) Impounding cats helps control their population

This couldn’t be further from the truth. In most of the U.S., pounds take in <5% of the estimated numbers of animals in any

given community. Any wildlife biologist will tell you that, in order to reduce a free-roaming population, you must remove

>70% of the animals, and in the case of animals that are adaptable and have large litters, even that level of removal can be

ineffective. As a commensal species, cat populations are largely influenced by changes in human population and lifestyle

that we don’t even think about.

Cat shelter intake and reclaim statistics

How’s that working for us? It’s not! Cat owner reclaim rates are quite low across the U.S. and Australia, with an average of

< 2% in both countries. According to a study conducted by Missing Pet Partnership in Northern California, in 2013 one

shelter took in 2,700 cats and only three were reclaimed; in another, only 18 of 4,300 cats were reclaimed.

In the absence of proactive programs like LPPR (lost pet prevention and recovery) and TNR (trap, neuter, return), cat

intake will remain the same or increase each year. Few shelters adopt out more than 50% of their cats, so adoption is not

the only solution. There will always be more cats coming in than can be adopted into new homes.

Pounds and shelters implementing even one or two new best practices are seeing improvements. Reclaim rates can

double and triple, while intake can be reduced 30-50%. As intake decreases, staff are less stressed and have more time to

be proactive, further increasing good outcomes for the animals, so there is a positive domino effect. The Rohnert Park

Animal Shelter in California increased their cat reclaim rate to 10% thanks to their No More Lost Pets initiative. They also

offer free spay or neuter (desexing) for cats in their jurisdiction.

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17223754
https://www.avma.org/KB/Resources/Statistics/Pages/US-pet-ownership-calculator.aspx
http://www.humanesociety.org/animals/coyotes/tips/against_killing_coyotes.html?referrer=https://www.google.com/
http://outthefrontdoor.com/2015/11/09/the-decline-in-feral-cats/
http://rpanimalshelter.org/resources/microchippingtagging/


The Five Step

Step 1: Think lost, not stray

“Think lost, not stray,” is Missing Pet Partnership’s motto. We all like to believe that we can think objectively, but in reality

everyone has biases, and those biases affect our behavior in ways we are not even aware of. When a cat comes into a

shelter looking dirty, thin, or unwell, there is an immediate assumption of neglect. A fearful cat is “feral” or “must have

been abused.” Even a healthy, friendly adult cat may have been “abandoned,” and if the owners don’t come to the pound

to reclaim him, they are “uncaring” or “irresponsible.” Words have power. Think of bullying. Words become thought which

becomes action. Shelter staff who believe a cat is neglected, abused, and abandoned will make no effort to find the owner

and facilitate the reclaim. They may do what their job requires, but will they try calling the number on the registered

microchip one more time? Will they check the records to see if the cat has been there before, and if there is owner

information? Will they look online for lost cat postings? Probably not. Unfortunately, it is those small “going the extra mile”

actions that so often facilitate a reunion. At a pound in Sonoma County, California, a cat was brought in by a concerned

resident. She found the cat, whose owner was unknown, injured by a fallen concrete bird fountain. The pound’s

veterinarian saw and treated the cat right away, and while he was recovering, used the Petbond flyer maker to make

several flyers and post them near where the cat was found. Sure enough, the owner saw the flyer and came right down to

reclaim. Since the pound was far from her home, she had not thought of checking there until she saw the flyer.

Step 2: Only admit cats truly in need

Say “managed intake” in a room full of pound staff and you will be sure to hear a collective gasp followed by a litany of

reasons why it can’t or shouldn’t be done. But what is managed intake, and for that matter, what is open admission? Is

your agency required by law to accept every animal that anyone brings in? Probably not. In reality, every pound practices

managed admission. Pet intake is limited by jurisdiction, by animal type, by business hours, and other factors. Some

agencies don’t take owner surrenders, or do so on a space available basis. Determining your capacity for care and

following it is critical to providing humane, proper care for the cats you take in and for ensuring a positive outcome for

them. When examining your practices around intake, ask, is it mandated? If so, what process will we create to follow that

mandate? If not mandated, is it a best practice? Why?

The reason these practices must be questioned and updated is that, as previously discussed, taking cats into the pound

significantly decreases their chances of being reunited with their owners. Impounding healthy adult cats takes them away

from their homes, clogs up the pound and shelter system as they are held in adoptions for weeks or months, and costs the

taxpayers money. Managing intake frees up resources for those cats truly in need such as owner surrenders, underage

kittens, or ill/injured cats with no known owner.

Step 3: Post all admitted cats online

The internet has revolutionized animal management, but if you don’t use it, it can’t help you! In today’s world, most people

begin their search for anything online, including looking for a missing pet. It is surprising to us that some pounds still do

not post found animals online, a process that takes seconds with most shelter management software. A prevailing myth is

that posting animals, or allowing people to view strays in the shelter, will encourage theft. This is unlikely and has never

been verified. If members of the public can take animals from your kennels and walk out the door without being noticed,

this is not a policy issue, this is a security issue. Here is a good example of a comprehensive lost and found page for a

County pound, Santa Clara County Animal Care & Control . In addition to posting their found animals, SCACC lists tips for

finding a missing pet as well as links to all other pounds and shelters in the area. Pounds posting strays online have

higher reclaim rates, and an added benefit is generating interest in pets not yet available, so that adopters can be

approved in advance should the pet not be claimed by an owner.

http://www.missingpetpartnership.org/recovery-tips/think-lost-not-stray/
http://www.petbond.com/flyerentry.php
http://millioncatchallenge.org/resources/capacity-for-care
https://www.sccgov.org/sites/acc/lostapet/Pages/default.aspx


Step 4: Educate public in lost cat behaviors

As discussed in detail in “The behavior of pets and people that hinder owner reunion,” most people don’t know what to do

when a pet goes missing. The problem is that missing a pet is like having a car accident – it’s an experience that is negative,

unexpected, and unplanned for. It’s the sort of thing a person may have never thought about until the day it happens, when

suddenly it takes all of their attention. A combination of lack of knowledge of cat behavior, confusion around the pound

system, grief avoidance, and bad advice from friends and family compound to decrease the chances of reunion.

As previously discussed, most cats are found as a result of a physical search very close to home. In 2016 we partnered with

the University of Queensland School of Veterinary Science to conduct a missing cat study. Preliminary results show that the

median distance for recovery of an indoor cat is just 50 meters from home! The personality of the cat and whether he is

indoor-only or outdoor-access will affect his behavior. While owners should check the pound and make a lost report, to be

successful they must be proactive in their search in their own neighborhoods. Every cat recovered in the community is a cat

not ending up at the pound.

Owners must also be educated on how microchips work. Some people think the chip is a GPS and their pet can be tracked.

While there are GPS collars available, the technology is still very limited, and cannot be put into a microchip. Owners should

be advised to call the registry of their cat’s microchip to report him lost and to make sure the information is correct. In the

U.S. only about 50% of implanted microchips are currently and correctly registered.

Step 5: Engage volunteers to help families find their missing cats

The distraught owner of a missing pet needs support, and unfortunately they rarely get it from family and friends who might

say “It’s just a pet” or “You can get another one.” Fortunately, there are many good people wanting to help others. One of

Missing Pet Partnership’s goals is to have trained teams of Lost Pet Consultants (pet detectives) in every community where

they are needed. A great place for this volunteer initiative to start is in animal shelters and pounds, where LPCs will come

into contact with the owners of missing pets on a daily basis. As described in detail in the “Identifying and removing barriers

to owner reunion” workshop, these volunteers can counsel cat owners, help them make and distribute signs and flyers, and

also – if they are trained in field work – assist the owner in conducting a physical search of their neighborhood, setting and

monitoring a humane trap, or any other tasks necessary to help find the cat and bring him home.

We recommend that you learn about the many lifesaving initiatives in progress in the U.S., most led by the Million Cat

Challenge, an initiative of the UC Davis Koret Shelter Medicine Program and the University of Florida Maddie’s Shelter

Medicine Program. Pound and shelters implementing even one or two new best practices are seeing positive results in their

agencies and in their communities.

https://veterinary-science.uq.edu.au/
http://www.missingpetpartnership.org/recovery-tips/lost-cat-behavior/
http://www.millioncatchallenge.org/

